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ACTIVITY GUIDE
Episode 203: Measuring
Temperature and The Letter N
Book: What is temperature? By Robin
Johnson

Read It
Have an adult read the poem out loud
to you and talk about the weather in
each of the four seasons.
Weather
By Corinne Alt
The seasons help
Predict the weather!
Fall, Winter, Spring, Summer
We check the temperature
To know how to dress,
So you don’t have to guess!
A thermometer is a tool,
That we use to measure
If it is hot or cool!

Words to Know
temperature - how hot or cold
something is
thermometer - a tool to measure
temperature
Practice reading the temperature on a
thermometer with an adult.
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High Frequency
Words
Circle the high-frequency
words in the nursery
rhyme.

is

or

Write It
Highlight or lightly color
over the uppercase letter
A’s and lowercase letter a’s
in the nursery rhyme.

Nn
Look for the
uppercase letter N and the
lowercase letter n on street
signs as you are riding in
the car.
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Scan below to
watch lesson

Episode 204: Clouds and the letter C
Book: What Is a Hurricane? by Robin
Johnson

Words to Know
cloud - tiny drops of water
stratus cloud - flat clouds found low in
the sky that can be gray and bring rain
cirrus cloud - wispy clouds found high
in the sky where it is cold that can look
like feathers
cumulus cloud - big and puffy clouds
found in the middle of the sky that can
be found on sunny days

Letter Heroes
The word cloud begins with
the letter c.

Cc

Highlight or lightly color over
the uppercase letter C’s and
lowercase letter c’s in the
sentence below.

Clouds can look like clumps
of cotton candy.

Label It
Have an adult read and discuss the types of clouds above. Label each picture
with the correct type of cloud.

Look out for different types of
clouds when riding in the car.
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Which Has More?
Direction: Count how many items shown in each group. Record the total underneath the
group. Then circle the group of items that has more.
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Roll and Record: Which Has Less?
Materials: 2 dice
Direction:
1. Player 1 and Player 2 both roll a dice and record the number they rolled.
2. Together the players will compare their numbers and determine who has less. Circle the
player’s number that is less.
3. The player with the most circled numbers at the end of the game wins!

Roll

Player 1

Player 2
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